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Transferring	hope:	when	career	
aspirations	have	to	change	-	studied	
by	using	techniques	from	new	
journalism	in	narrative	research	
By Marianne Høyen, Aarhus University, Denmark 

In this text, I examine how aspects from the journalistic genre New Journalism might 
be of interest to biographical and narrative research. There are two reasons why I 
pursue this line of enquiry. Firstly, I wish to emphasise the communicational aspect of 
biographical research. Secondly, I am curious to see whether the journalistic genre 
can contribute to researcher awareness in other ways than the biographical research 
interview currently contributes. 

As a researcher within the biographical and life history area, I am often confronted 
with the fact that only a few people are interested in the subject of my research: 
society’s changing view of nature. This is the case irrespective of whether I discuss 
society’s view of nature in general/philosophical terms or society’s view of nature 
seen through human practice studied through life histories. I can only assume that this 
limited interest results from the fact that, regardless of the perspective – biological, 
technical, symbolic, existentialistic or practical – people are not very conscious of the 
way humans relate to nature in general. I believe this is unfortunate, as our relation to 
nature in general is culturally based (a claim that I suggest can be analysed 
sociologically (Høyen, 2013)). It is even more unfortunate when we consider that the 
current environmental challenges we face are caused by human over-exploitation of 
the earth’s natural resources. If we wish to overcome these challenges, we must 
acknowledge the significance of human influence.  

I therefore wish to introduce a communicational perspective into the writing up of 
narrative research, which might help the reader find the text more relevant, even if 
he/she is not particularly interested in nature.  Furthermore, I argue that, by writing 
the text, I as a researcher form a cognitively stronger base to understand the storyteller 
as well as the story’s narrative. As such, by including a communicational aspect, there 
is more at stake than simply writing nice texts: by flirting with the journalistic genre, 
it is also possible to create a stronger space for cognition. 
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The	university-educated	teacher	

In Denmark, teachers usually qualify to work in an elementary and lower secondary 
school by completing a four-year degree at a university college. I will refer to these 
teachers as 'ordinary teachers'. However, over the last 15 years, teachers from other 
educational backgrounds have entered the teaching profession. Some of these hold a 
master’s degree from university and have studied their subject for 5 or 6 years. 
However, before they may work as ordinary teachers, they have to work as a supply 
teacher for 3 to 4 years and complete a two-year teacher-training programme. I will 
refer to these teachers as 'university-educated teachers'.  

In public debate, there has always been an ambiguous attitude towards university-
educated teachers. This attitude is present in the teachers’ own organisation, the 
Danish Union of Teachers, and among the ordinary teachers at the local school. Their 
common objection – which is apparently both professionally and politically motivated 
– is that, if a person has not trained as an ordinary teacher, he or she does not have the 
necessary insight into relevant educational questions to perform as a teacher. This is 
still the case, where university-educated teachers who hold a permanent position in a 
school have completed a two-year teacher-training programme (the ordinary teacher-
training programme is four years) that focuses on educational aspects. These teachers 
are occasionally still not regarded as proper teachers.  

It is my idea to explore narratives surrounding this problem, where an academically 
trained yet collegially (partly) unwanted teacher operates within a subject area that 
both lacks teaching resources and is positioned at the periphery of the school 
institution’s cultural self-understanding, namely nature related subjects biology and 
physics. I believe this case study will allow me to test my idea of emphasising the 
communicational aspect of presenting research that aims to understand a person's 
world.  

Thomas	-	the	teacher	

Now let us meet the informant, Thomas1. Thomas teaches in an elementary and lower 
secondary school. He is one of two university-educated teachers who work there. The 
school is a typical Danish municipal school; it was built in the 1960s and has 
approximately 700 students divided into two classes for each grade (though there are 
more classes for the highest grade as the school offers a special track for students who 

                                                
1 Thomas is not the informant’s real name. 
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would like one more year at lower secondary school before they move on). Thomas 
lives with his wife in a village 35 km from his workplace. 

Thomas’ life trajectory 

Thomas was born in 1960 in a larger province town. He is the youngest of five 
siblings and his parents were both unskilled workers. His father worked in a factory 
assembling bikes and his mother was a cleaner. 

Thomas enjoyed elementary and lower secondary school, but, because he was 
intelligent, his fellow classmates saw him as ‘the little, bright kid’. Thomas’ older 
siblings only completed basic schooling (until the 7th or 9th grade) because further 
education required a financial contribution towards books, and the family was not 
able to pay this. However, when Thomas reached the age to start upper secondary 
school, the system had changed – both books and tuition were free and no financial 
contribution from the family was required.  

When Thomas had to choose what to study in his further education, a lot of young 
people (including Thomas) were interested in the issue of pollution. Thomas chose to 
study biology at university, where he could work with environmental protection and 
pollution control. However, these subjects were very popular, which meant that the 
few available jobs within the area became more difficult to get. Thomas did not 
succeed in getting one of these jobs when he completed his degree in the mid 1980s. 

Thomas was not overly disappointed that he could not get a job in his field, and he did 
not put up a fight to obtain a position. Instead, he concentrated on earning money until 
times got better. He first worked as a supply teacher in an upper secondary school and 
then as a supply teacher in an elementary and lower secondary school. He also tried 
working with children in a kindergarten, but this was not overly successful.  

At the beginning of his career as a supply teacher, Thomas resisted seeing himself as 
a teacher. He even avoided obtaining the formal qualifications from university to be 
able to teach in upper secondary, which would have been a natural extension of his 
university studies. However, after a number of happy years as a long-term supply 
teacher in elementary and lower secondary school, he became one of the first people 
without a formal teaching qualification to be able to follow a new shorter, compressed 
teacher-training programme. This shorter programme was aimed at educated people 
without a formal teaching qualification – people like Thomas with a university 
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degree.2 As such, in 2004, Thomas became a fully educated teacher and could work in 
elementary and lower secondary schools together with ordinary teachers. 

During his career as a teacher, Thomas occasionally encountered opposition from the 
ordinary teachers, who questioned whether he knew about the educational aspects of 
teaching a subject. Thomas believes this opposition was due to a lack of knowledge 
about the nature of his subject and the content of his different, shorter teacher training 
course. He has never encountered opposition from his students – on the contrary: they 
have always found him to be a good and knowledgeable teacher. 

Today, Thomas has conquered these difficulties and is able to visualise the rest of his 
working career as a teacher. He has a good connection with his students and is 
respected by his colleagues within his subject areas. He is not involved or interested 
in the education profession more generally. He doubts that the school management 
knows of his existence or qualifications, but given the vast distance that has emerged 
between management and employees today, he is not surprised by this. In fact, it does 
not matter to him.  

Narrative	analysis	

Within the sociological tradition, a narrative analysis of a story within the biographic 
tradition may be approached in a number of ways (Hyvärinen, 2007). I do not wish to 
start a discussion of the various narrative approaches (though this could be helpful 
later in this text when I include elements from the journalistic genre); instead, I 
simply wish to sketch the direction of my own narrative research. I regard stories as 
expressions of personal, subjective experience and the formation of meaning; in doing 
so, I draw on broader cultural and social established understandings, which in turn 
exist in interplay with an objectified materiality. My sociological inspiration comes 
from Bourdieu’s notion of practice in both the agent’s practice through everyday 
doings (Pierre Bourdieu, 1990) and in relation to society’s structure of power (Pierre 
Bourdieu & Accardo, 1999). A consequence of working with a bourdieusian 
perspective is that, in a complete work of research, an analysis of a story should never 
be presented alone; it should always be contextualised both socially and materially. 

In relation to the specific interview in which I analyse the narratives in the stories, I 
have until recently followed a research strategy that views the story as a detailed and 
rich perspective on the informant’s experiences and thoughts and I pay attention to the 

                                                
2 As part of this shorter training programme, he is able to take up another teaching subject, as 
teachers must study two teaching subjects in total (other than education, didactics or 
psychology). 
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cultural narrative(s) the informant draws from in his story. By doing so, I seek the 
possible lives that exist inside the culture (Bruner, 2004). These narratives, which we 
find traces of in the individual interview, are possible ways of living which are 
available, but at the same time they themselves also reflect back and shape the culture 
(Bruner, 1991). 

In the analysis, I also adopt a historic-epistemological perspective of the social world. 
In other words, I regard cultural narratives as not only existing in the contemporary 
social world but also as entities which have a story of their own. Because practice 
itself has a history – practice stems from our being and existence in the world as such 
(Bourdieu, 1977) and this practice indeed exists in our relation to nature, which was 
significant 100 years ago but is largely replaced by technology today – we will also 
find a historical process of formation in the informant’s narrative and in the 
underlying cultural and social narratives. 

Thomas'	Story	

For the reasons presented above, when I analyse Thomas’ interview, I will analyse his 
story’s narratives, the cultural and social narratives his story is embedded in and 
contextualised through, and the cultural and social structures he lives within. As my 
interview with Thomas concerns his academic career (university educated within 
natural science) and his professional life (school teacher), I will concentrate on the 
narratives that relate to these aspects of Thomas’ life. 

Within the area of nature, I analyse interviews with the assumption that the 
informants’ view of nature can be traced back to his/her childhood and youth (Høyen, 
2010, 2016a). During the interview session, it is my job as an interviewer to ask the 
informant about his/her experience and construction of meaning in such a way that 
he/she constructs and verbalises his/her experiences of and reflections on his/her life 
trajectory. Through the dialogue, initiated by my questions, I seek to uncover any 
relevant data for understanding the informant’s view of nature, including thoughts and 
knowledge that the informant might not have expressed explicitly before the interview 
but nevertheless existed as feelings or senses without language. 

In areas of qualitative research (for example, in Grounded Theory), the stories are 
often decontextualised in order to perform an analysis. Sometimes this is an 
advantage – for example, when we wish to research the cultural and social narratives 
of a given period in time – but this is less advantageous when we wish to focus on the 
agent’s meaning related to his/her practice. In this text, I intend to write about 
individual meaning and understanding of practices, but, as well as this, I aim to 
identify themes from individual agents who have the same position in society – and I 
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will do this across various time periods. Social positions are themselves subject to 
various social structures which in turn are also subject to change. Thus, my research 
interest is both cross-sectional and longitudinal. 

The part of Thomas’ story I present here concerns how he became the teacher he is. 
Thomas had no major master plan behind his choices in life and no early desire to 
follow any particular profession. As such, it would make little sense to conduct an 
individual Bildungsanalyse (though such an analyse might make sense in a broader 
socio-cultural perspective).  

In relation to Thomas’ individual story within a specific setting – being a university-
educated teacher in Denmark at the beginning of the 21st century  –, it is important to 
identify the story’s plot and turning points to shred light on this specific life. 

Two	plots	

Thomas’ story is about how he has become the teacher he is. According to Thomas, 
there was certainly no master plan behind this process, and, according to his life’s 
trajectory – and his own story –, the path to his teaching job seems coincidental. In 
the choices Thomas made, he grasped the opportunities there was given to him by 
chance. For example, it was only because of his wife (who herself was a teacher) that 
Thomas first considered becoming a teacher, and it was through her contacts that he 
was first able to try out the profession.  

From the interview, it is possible to identify two plots around Thomas’ life and work.3 
The first plot centres around his professional life when he first realises and later 
accepts and acknowledges that, as a teacher within natural science, he would be able 
to do exactly the things he wants to do and finds necessary to do in relation to 
teaching nature-related school subjects. The second plot centres more on his personal 
life when, in his fourth supply teaching job, he meets students in a special school for 
gifted children. Meeting these children and reflecting on their behaviour, their 
difficulties and their way of being students makes him realise that, as a child, he was 
exactly like them. 

Plot – seeing oneself as a teacher 

The pathway to realising that a teaching job might in fact be possible goes through a 
number of trials within the education sector. Thomas had tried teaching in a 
kindergarten, an elementary and lower secondary school, and an upper secondary 
school, but it was in the municipal school he realised that, as a teacher in this specific 

                                                
3 During the interview, Thomas refers to both plots as turning points of his life. However, once he has 
described them, he does not refer back to them.  
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part of the school system, he had the potential to ‘unfold himself in relation to the 
subject’ and include in his teaching anything he thought necessary. He discovered, in 
his own words, his ‘educational I’. 

As a child, Thomas was fascinated by the stories of a television celebrity who in the 
1960s – when there was only one television channel in Denmark – opened viewers’ 
eyes to the rich world of nature (similar to David Attenborough in the UK). During 
his younger days, Thomas did not pay much attention to this childhood memory, but 
he admits that he ‘always carried Dr L in his heart’. As a teacher, Thomas has the 
same opportunity as Dr L to stand in front of a fascinated audience and describe 
nature. In this way, he begins a new generation of enthusiasm for nature. 

 

  

Plot - understanding one’s life 

The other significant plot in Thomas’ story is of a more personal character, but it 
influences his didactical thinking. During the interview, Thomas did not speak 
explicitly about having faced difficulties as a child, other than what might have been 
buried in the sentence ‘I was always the little bright boy’. It is unlikely that he 
formulated these words himself; it is more likely that they were a description given by 
others – possibly his parents. Either way, he accepted the label ‘bright’ without 
objection and without understanding the possible consequences for later life; for 
example, not being able to make friends during his childhood years. As a member of 
the working class, the label ‘bright’ made him stand out (and he most likely had to 
deal with this by himself); however, although the label was an acceptable one in itself 
it was not helpful for Thomas because it failed to give him a sense of direction. 

This label suddenly became a turning point in Thomas’ life when he began working 
with students in a school for gifted children. Such schools are very rare in Denmark 
(there is only one today) and the municipal schools have no tradition for catering for 
this group of children (although the discourse has changed slightly the last decade and 
now acknowledges their presence). In one of his jobs as a supply teacher, Thomas 
realised that these students’ lives and difficulties resembled his life and difficulties as 
a child. Upon realising this, a number of occurrences from the past fell into place and 
Thomas became able to say: ‘They must accept me as I am’. As a fully educated 
teacher today, knowing his own conditions for consciousness, he is more able to 
communicate nature-related subjects to the students, and one way of doing this is by 
relating to their background.  
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Cultural	Narratives	

As in most stories, it is also possible to identify several cultural narratives in Thomas’ 
story, including the hard working parents in his childhood home, not asking for 
financial support when his elder sister wanted to study, the pollution in the natural 
environment, and studying at university. However, in the interview, the cultural 
narratives that relate to his professional career and the teaching profession in general 
were most significant. Although the second narrative was less clear in Thomas’ story, 
it was still possible to identify it against the backdrop of biographical interviews with 
other teachers 

The first narrative deals with nature communicated through a story. Thomas likes 
explaining how things are to the students, and he is able to pre-empt almost all the 
possible questions related to nature that the students might pose. Thomas is inspired 
by nature’s storytellers from the 1960s, and being able to tell the story of nature 
makes him very enthusiastic about his subject, which he finds important. Thomas 
believes that a teacher can tell from the students’ attitudes whether the students have 
encountered enthusiastic teachers as children; he also believes that children have a 
natural curiosity and that, if the school misses the opportunity to engage this curiosity, 
children lose interest. 

Teachers in the 1960s had a similar ambition. At that time, their aim was to 
communicate ‘natures grand stories’ (Høyen, 2016b), but they did not have Thomas’ 
scientific background and in-depth understanding of their subject: their basic training 
was significantly shorter, and they graduated as teachers at the age of 21 or 22. 
However, they shared a desire to communicate through stories. 

I view the second cultural narrative as a counter-narrative to the school's dominant 
narrative concerning what general education (Bildung) is about. Nature-related 
subjects are not – and have never been – part of the municipal school's dominant 
narrative. Nature-related subjects are mentioned in the school’s official purpose, but, 
in practice, the cooperation between cultural subjects and nature-related subjects is 
limited.  This division has a long history and its origins are partly in the division 
between the classical school, where Latin was the main subject, and the more 
bourgeois school, where priority was given to trade and craft. 

Another	approach	than	the	traditional	narrative?	

An objection to the traditional narrative analysis is that it presupposes, in order to 
understand the claims of the analysis and to access the narratives – for example, 
specific cultural embedded narratives –, that the reader must have had similar 
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experiences him- or herself. This access to cultural narratives could come from many 
places: our own life, reflections on our own experiences, or social groups. It could 
also come from literature, movies and other media. However, since society’s practical 
relation to nature has become increasingly distant, narratives from agents working 
related to nature are rare in contemporary society. Perhaps more significantly, our 
current understanding of ‘nature’ is dominated by a mathematic and technological 
understanding, which is canonised by natural science. Many people may view this as 
alienating. As a result of this, opposite social positions in our understanding of nature 
have emerged – such as ‘alternative treatment’, existentialistic movements and 
interest in supernatural powers –, motivated by marginalised uproar. 

A	question	of	communication?	

My analysis so far has suggested the narratives that Thomas’s story draws on by 
identifying plots constructed around turning points. Yet the story’s narrative also 
draws on common cultural narratives, which are larger in the sense that they are 
shared by many individuals at a specific time. There is a long tradition of 
understanding nature as a story; the Bible, fairy tales and legends all attempt to 
explain the earth and the firmament as created by an omniscient power, and more 
recent insights are also communicated through storytelling. It was this latter form of 
storytelling that fascinated Thomas in his childhood and that he now tries to pass on 
to his students. The other cultural narrative, which posed the question about nature as 
Bildung, is more recent; it emerged in the mid1970s, though the understanding of 
Bildung as a subject was only put into writing later (Sjøberg, 1998). 

In this context, the traditional narrative analysis works well, and the way of analysing 
provides a valuable insight into the more general relation to nature as it is formulated 
by social agents at the beginning of the 21st century. 

As mentioned in the introduction to this text, I have started to think about how to 
handle the fact that narratives about nature are apparently difficult to communicate, 
and that interest in nature seems to be limited. Nature as a subject is also complicated, 
and it may continue to present us with different challenges in the future. This 
complicates the question of communication even more. Some researchers even claim 
that our current human brains are unable to understand future problems such as 
problems that may arise in nature (Goleman, 2013). My ethical consideration is that 
the question of how we as humans exists on earth – not to mention the consequences 
of our existence – is too important to remain undiscussed by the majority of our 
society. Of course, I am aware that there are other pressing contemporary issues, and I 
am by no means interested in establishing a hierarchy of concerns. I acknowledge that 
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my field is highly normative, but I would like to ask whether another type of 
communication could make the subject of nature more relevant for broader circles. 

Another	way	of	presenting	an	interview?	

In my discussion of how elements from the journalistic genre might be used in 
traditional narrative research, I will briefly return to one of Bourdieu’s later texts. 

As sociologist, Bourdieu was interested in analysing structures of power in society, 
especially how existing power structures are reproduced through the educational 
system. In one of his last texts, La misère du monde from 1993 (Pierre Bourdieu & 
Accardo, 1999), the group of researchers uses interviews in order to analyse social 
agents’ subjective understanding of their lives and its possibilities. As always in 
Bourdieu’s work, these analyses are framed through an analysis of the objectivised 
structures the agents' life unfold within. Bourdieu terms this way of approaching 
research praxeology, which should be viewed as a third position between a 
phenomenological and a structuralistic ontology (Bourdieu, 1994). The entire text is 
carefully structured around the aim of presenting lived lives as they appear when the 
ideas of the welfare state break apart. The text consists of 28 single interviews, which 
are set up in a way that resembles the journalistic portrait. The interviews are 
presented as opposites: the drug addict versus the social worker, the criminal versus 
the police. In doing so, Bourdieu comments on sociology as well as science in general 
(Pécseli, 1995). 

In doing sociology, Bourdieu is engaged in the importance in understanding the world 
through the social agent’s own categories rather than exercising science’s usual 
symbolic violence. Therefore, one of his ambitions in The Weight of the World was to 
“… find a language that could present the results of sociology … to lay people” 
(Bourdieu, 1996). In this way, he sees the interview in his text as a literary production 
based on scientific work. This contrasts the work of journalists or writers of literature, 
who are interested in evidence or aesthetics. For Bourdieu, the individual detail – a 
person’s appearance or the facilities in a house – is irrelevant: it is never the singular 
that is interesting to sociology. Neither is it the case that aesthetic presentations of 
different social conditions – for example, as presented in a book like J’ai vingt ans et 
je couche dehors af Lydia Perréal (in Pécseli, 1995), which describes a young 
homeless woman in Paris – meet scientific requirements. Sociology should aim at 
being ‘real-literature’ – a true text – and use scientific methods. Hence it is the 
author’s sociological interest that decides whether or not a detail in a story should be 
included.  
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I could have presented Thomas’ story similarly to the way Bourdieu and his 
researchers do in The Weight of the World; however, irrespective how much I like that 
form, I have to admit that I am seeking something else – namely, in my own process 
of interviewing and analysing the transcription, I also aim to work with my own 
consciousness related to the informant’s point of view. I wish to understand the 
stories more exploratively than in Bourdieu’s work, which often seems deductive. 

The	journalistic	portrait	

From a sociological perspective, Bourdieu discuss the importance of an interview in a 
communicated form – that, in the writing up of the interview, the researcher makes 
the oppressed structures visible in a spontaneous manner (Bourdieu, 1996). I wish to 
pursue a similar goal: by communicating an interview, I wish to make visible the 
social structures related to our view of nature and the fact that the world (and nature) 
is understood differently from different social positions.  

In recent years, without fully realising it, I have been working with the question of 
how to communicate various aspects related to the interview. For example, I have 
been working with the phenomenological description and the idea of communicating 
human experience to depict a situation or a social context. Hence, it was not only the 
experienced but also the descriptive part of a constituting consciousness I wanted to 
grasp; I aimed to tell the story in such a way that the reader could ‘see’ humans 
relations to nature in the description – both the nature itself but also the historical and 
social traces in nature. For example, methods of cultivation from different historical 
periods are often visible in the landscape today. Such a description should be 
constructed carefully and created through objective descriptions, interpretations, 
oppositions and variations. 

In 2015, as part of the same ambition, I joined a course where journalists could learn 
about writing portraits.  I was not fully confident about participating in such a course, 
because journalists and researchers often see each other as natural born enemies – a 
relation which is currently being enforced as universities increasingly emphasise 
communication to the public sphere, where fast results are celebrated more than solid 
research insights. As researchers, we often find our research caricatured and the 
points related to knowledge are missed. However, we sometimes need to enter our 
enemy’s land to achieve new insights. 

My first meeting with the journalistic portrait genre took place through texts 
written by the American journalist Guy Tales, who has written a number of famous 
portraits in The New York Times and Esquire since the 1960s. Amongst these was 
a portrait called ‘Frank Sinatra has a cold' (Talese, 1966), which we were asked to 
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read in preparation for the course. Being a curious researcher in unchartered territory, 
I chose to approach my participation in the course carrying an ethnographer’s tools 
for fieldwork. In this way, it was possible to attend the course and to subsequently 
reflect on my own learning process related to the aim of searching for new ways of 
communicating my interviews.  

During the course, we were introduced to several ways of handling the portrait genre. 
From Guy Talese and from the rich literature (including excerpts from drama), I 
learned about a way of writing called New Journalism or Interpretative Journalism. 
The portraits were all enjoyable to read. They were rich in description and captured 
their subject through a specific perspective or context. And, of course, they were all 
splendidly communicated. They included portraits of celebrities such as Frank Sinatra 
but also less well-known people or special places. As a reader, even though I knew 
relatively little about American culture, I gained an insight into this topic through 
work such as The Great Zucchini by Gene Weingarten and The American Male at Age 
Ten by Susan Orlean. All these portraits were published in a book with a very precise 
subtitle – ‘about the art of describing a human’ (Nilsson, 2013). 

The	portraits	in	journalism	

In relation to my considerations about the ways in which the journalistic portrait could 
be used within narrative research, I have looked into journalism as a genre. Whist 
doing so, I discovered that certain considerations about the raison d’être of journalism 
are not completely alien to the scientific narrative genre. In the scientific narrative 
genre, narratives often are used to give a voice to suppressed groups and classes (as 
can be seen in the oral history tradition) and to indicate a tone of social indignation 
(Brinkmann, Jacobsen, & Kristiansen, 2014). Journalism, on the other hand, aims to 
be the voice of the public. With its roots in the Enlightenment and the French 
revolution, journalism has understood itself as a critical-political force with the 
potential to present various points of view and inform the public. Today, the 
journalistic profession is highly commercialised and prioritises systematic news and 
sensations – a development motivated by demands of profit on a market with huge 
competition (Nerone, 2008). However, during this development, there have of course 
been counter-movements, and here we find the journalistic portrait genre. The genre 
is based on the assumption that readers of journalism want to read about something 
that interests them on a deeper level and learn about lives that matter (Harrington, 
1997). 

The inspiration for journalists to write portraits is rooted in an American movement 
called ‘New Journalism’. This movement marked a change in the way journalists 
worked as well as a change in the social and economic conditions they faced in the 
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1960s (Pauly, 2008). In such a politically contested time (with the Vietnam war and 
the African-American Civil Rights Movement) and with an increasingly educated 
readership, it became increasingly difficult report on objective situations. In New 
Journalism, the author enters the scene, and the work becomes about his/her literary 
qualities rather than the specific occurrence of an event. In the world of journalism, 
there seems to be a strict idea of objectivism, even stronger than qualitative research 
has argued against. However, authors of portraits find themselves between naïve 
empiricism and radical subjectivism, because scientific demands are not maintained in 
the journalistic genre. 

In trying to decide what the aim of journalism should be, the profession became 
divided between the sacred and the profane (Nerone 2008), using a figure of thought 
from Durkheims The Elementary Forms of Religious Life (2001). This figure has also 
been used in the scientific world, where the sacred orientation aims at the discipline’s 
internal symbolic values and the profane orientation aims at the economy, the state 
and the market (Bourdieu 1988).   

Portrait	

On this basis I have tried to write Thomas's story as a history, written up as a portrait. 
The portrait is five pages long, and an excerpt (the first paragraph) is as follows: 

Thomas rushes. He zig-zag's between the physical obstacles that now block his 
passage along what used to be a traditional school corridor, transformed into a space 
for learning with explicit 'thinking hubs'. Children and school bags clutter an 
annoying collection of pillows, provided to encourage students to lounge and reflect 
on their learning. It is not that he is busy, but that the corridor leading to his teaching 
room in physics unsettles him. He is disconcerted by the untidiness, the students that 
flutter around and the disappearance of the school's traditional discipline that always 
existed during lunch break. But the atmosphere is genuinely friendly, too, and most of 
the kids know him. They do not greet him overtly, and he doesn't say hello either. 
However, he smiles wryly and nods to the nearest children in a way that implies 
familiarity. 

The full portrait can be found in the annexe. 

Reflections	on	the	journalistic	portrait	

In my writing of the portrait of Thomas, I was especially interested in two things. 
Firstly, I wanted to present Thomas as a individual human being to whom the reader 
could relate, but I also wanted to present Thomas as a representative of a profession – 
the teaching profession – in his specific form as a university-educated teacher. 
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Secondly, I wanted to present Thomas as an agent in the institution that frames his 
work and as part of the physical and social structures in contemporary society. 
Furthermore, I was inspired by Guy Tales to describe Thomas through his 
surroundings and to use several layers of meaning. My portrait here is definitely a 
‘first try’ and could undoubtedly be improved, but I do think I have uncovered 
elements that could contribute to the issue I wanted to pursue: to describe Thomas in a 
way that could make his life history more interesting to readers who do not find 
‘nature’ relevant. 

In relation to writing Thomas’s story using the journalistic approach as opposed to the 
more traditional narrative approach, there are a few aspects concerning the portrait 
that become clear:   

	

1. In order to write a portrait, is it necessary to know more about the person than 
becomes visible through the portrait. This is relatively unsurprising; in fact, in 
qualitative research, we normally only use around 5 per cent of the data in our 
analysis. However, when working with the portrait, it became clear that the 
remaining 95 per cent of data was also significant, because it was present in 
the 5 per cent of ‘active’ material. I think that, in the past, I have tended to 
look for the most interesting 5 per cent and ‘throw away’ the rest. I will now 
re-think this approach: the 5 per cent should be seen as the tip of the iceberg, 
meaning that every per cent carries the same weight in the full product 
irrespective of whether it is above or below the surface of the sea. 

2. In the portrait genre, there is a saying that ‘truth is in the detail’. The meaning 
of this saying can be understood in various ways; for example, that a rich 
description will illustrate the agent in his/her context. However, the meaning I 
employ would be unable to see details as truth either objectively or 
pragmatically. Instead, illustrating details makes it possible – by comparing 
the details to the prevailing understanding – to underline descriptions of areas 
the author believes are culturally unfamiliar to the reader. By doing so, the 
author can deliberately combine the texts’ and the readers’ horizons of 
understanding.  

3. In the portrait genre, it is possible to work with ‘long stories’ as well as ‘short 
stories’. The categorisation of the story’s length should be understood 
relatively, from a momentary occurrence to a more permanent direction in a 
human’s life. From a sociological point of view, the short story might be seen 
as the informant’s story, while the long story might be seen as a discussion of 
more general, social discourses or movements.  Social movements are slower 
and more viscous than everyday movements, but even these are influenced by 
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and influence the more subtle social structures. By referring to the French 
Annales school (Burke, 1992), it would be interesting to see how humans’ 
changing relation to materiality over time is also traceable in the agent’s story 
and hence how this might be a ‘long story’ in the portrait. It would also be 
interesting to see how society’s figures of thought are influenced by changes 
in basis (Asplund, 1979), changes in our working life or changes in 
subjectivity (Altheit, 2013). These aspects all influence our discussions about 
the purpose of schools and hence the purpose of nature-related subjects. 
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Annexe	

The	history	about	Thomas	

Thomas rushes. He zig-zag's between the physical obstacles that now block his 
passage along what used to be a traditional school corridor, transformed into a space 
for learning with explicit 'thinking hubs'. Children and school bags clutter an 
annoying collection of pillows, provided to encourage students to lounge and reflect 
on their learning. It is not that he is busy, but that the corridor leading to his teaching 
room in physics unsettles him. He is disconcerted by the untidiness, the students that 
flutter around and the disappearance of the school's traditional discipline that always 
existed during lunch break. But the atmosphere is genuinely friendly, too, and most of 
the kids know him. They do not greet him overtly, and he doesn't say hello either. 
However, he smiles wryly and nods to the nearest children in a way that implies 
familiarity. 

This is the story of Thomas. Through Thomas, we meet a guardian of school physics 
in the shape of a teacher who has developed his vocational aspirations within the 
constraints of an institution, which itself is shaped by contemporary views of students, 
learning and the role of schools. Thomas's journey through life encompassed several 
diversions taking him away from what he thought should have been, but never 
became, a real possibility.  

It was not predicted in Thomas's stars that he should become a teacher. To have an 
education was not something one would expect for someone born into a family like 
his, back in 1960. However, his position as youngest child in the family - together 
with the changing times - opened up the possibility of doing something else. A 
marginal improvement in his parents' circumstances coinciding with society's 
emerging belief that general education should be for everyone, contributed to Thomas 
becoming the first upper secondary school leaver in the family. Later, he enrolled at 
the University, where he, like many others at that time, pursued a significant interest 
in environmental issues. That was a world before students were explicitly asked to 
reflect on their 'identity' and future 'employability'. Thomas was only interested in 
biology. He wanted to save the world from the pollution, earlier generations had 
inflicted on it. But precisely why he doesn't know: That was what we all wanted to do 
at that time! He finished his master's degree at the age of 27, after seven years of 
study, but found it impossible to secure regular employment in environmental 
protection. And years would pass before he acknowledged that this area should not be 
the one he would work within. Thomas had to search for temporary alternatives, but 
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teaching? No, thanks. He was so sure of that decision he didn't even bother to get the 
required qualifications. 

When we look back on our lives it can be difficult to see what decided our 
professional life trajectory? Sometimes it is contingencies, and it was in Thomas' 
case.  His first employment - a result of the emerging focus on job applications that 
sell the candidate rather than merely listing qualifications - provoked many year-long 
jobs as supply teacher in Biology in upper secondary schools. He also tried being an 
early childhood educator, but that went badly wrong, partly because of the colleagues. 
Somehow, however, the idea of being a pedagogue has always fascinated him but he 
doesn't want to enter the profession himself rather to be the one who shows children 
the path. 

For Thomas two key individuals stand out as idols offering role-models for his way of 
being a teacher. One is a brilliant story-teller he watched on television as a child, Palle 
Lauring (a Danish school teacher with an enormous talent for public communication) 
whose way of telling history was so lively and engaging it was if you were present 
yourself. But the hero above all others is Dr. Lieberkind (a Danish zoologist, 1897-
1972).  He stood barefoot in nature, dressed in a suit with a butterfly bow tie, wearing 
thick, round glasses. He would be talking one minute then all of a sudden he would 
turn away from the camera and go directly into the marsh with rolled-up trousers to 
catch wildlife. He was fun to look at and what a storyteller, he was! Lieberkind did 
popular science before it existed as a concept. I almost kneel down in front of him. 
Even today if he turns up on tv, Thomas says giving a wry smile; actually, I carry him 
in my heart. My students of course understand nothing! 

For Thomas, the question of natural science has never related to just one subject but 
needs to engage several perspectives. Doing exactly that is possible as a teacher in 
elementary and lower secondary school. 

Thomas	and	the	nature	related	subjects	

Wow - that have never crossed my mind! Those words are some of the best Thomas 
can hear from a student. Children and young people today are afraid of nature, he 
thinks, especially in school when it comes to the subjects physics and chemistry, and 
for the lower grades, nature study itself. Specific teaching on 'Nature and technique', 
doesn't really help in this matter. Humourists have named the subject 'Torture and 
panic', and that is a bad sign, right? According to Thomas the curriculum itself is 
entirely wrong, as young children are always intrinsically interested and curious about 
everything. Unfortunately enthusiasm is something the school often manages to kill! 
When Thomas meets the students at the age of 14 years he struggles to engage them. 
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With considerable effort he often succeeds in awakening a renewed wondering and 
curiosity about nature in the students. It is especially rewarding, he says, when he 
manages to get them to consider something, they have never thought of before. At 
other occasions, the students don't believe science can be so simple, as it is, for 
example, chemistry. This cannot be possible, the students think. But, Thomas is 
convinced that it is possible to explain complicated and complex natural science 
processes to young children, and claims that he is someone who can do that. It is just 
a matter of moderating the explanation a little, to fit the thinking capacity of children 
in that age range. 

But Thomas doesn't fancy teaching young children himself. He is not the type to want 
to bring up other peoples' kids. And opposing the practice of his colleagues, Thomas 
never has anything to do with the students' parents. At the most he challenges 
inherited views: When students tell him that dad back home claims, that he had never 
had any bloody use for physics in his life - ever, implying what use would it be to his 
son or daughter? Such statements make Thomas angry, as according to him the world 
wouldn't be where it is today, if it hasn't been for people knowing physics - and the 
rest of the natural science subjects for that matter! Given the opportunity Thomas 
would have a thing or two to say about this.   

Why don't we find that natural science is part of liberal education? Thomas often 
wonders. It goes without saying that the students learn about literature and works of 
art, but not natural science. One could claim that nature is an equally important aspect 
of liberal education as culture. But it is not so today. To Thomas's eyes that is a 
dilemma: On the one hand, natural science has never before been applied so widely as 
it is today - on an everyday basis and in society in general in various contexts. On the 
other hand, ordinary people know less and less science. Understanding of physics and 
chemistry is excluded from our lives - it is as simple as that! 

Thomas	and	the	institution	-	the	school	

Thomas's ardent wish to communicate his subject, to show his students how nature is, 
has encountered some severe difficulties. According to the pedagogues', his approach 
is wrong, and they lecture him about the fact that he has no idea of how children 
should be taught. In this way he falls into a gap between the storying tradition within 
natural science, he loves so much, and the contemporary educational beliefs, which do 
not leave much room for natural science. The pedagogues say that things can never be 
done in the way, he thinks appropriate. 

All through his working life, Thomas has met opposition from colleagues. Even after 
he complemented his seven years study in biology at the University with a special 
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two-year teacher-training course, he would be met with comments from 
schoolteachers such as 'You do not have any idea about didactics and teaching'. In this 
way, Thomas was not only excluded from working in biology and environmental 
protection, he was also excluded from being a teacher on equal terms with other, real 
teachers. To him, it was about teaching the subject to the students, but apparently he 
did it the wrong way. It is not easy to be a teacher if you do not understand the very 
particular culture of the profession. It is not like that for Thomas anymore, but he has 
passed through many workplaces before finding a school, where he could be the way 
he wanted to be. On the way Thomas has had students who said he was the best 
physics teacher in Denmark - so he thinks he has probably done something right? 

It	is	not	unusual	for	newly	educated	colleagues	to	give	up	teaching	in	nature	
related	subjects	after	a	short	while,	even	if	they	have	specialised	in	these	areas.	
The	ordinary	teacher	course	takes	four	years	of	study	but	as	a	teacher-student,	
you	do	not	go	beyond	the	equivalent	of	A-level.	That	is	very	little,	compared	to	
Thomas's	extensive	education.	This	means	that	if	a	teacher	does	not	have	an	
existing	interest	in	the	subject	-	from	childhood,	youth	or	in	leisure	pursuits	-	
then	the	challenge	to	teach	nature	subjects	is	nearly	impossible.	The	colleagues	
that	didn't	give	up	are	happy	today	to	ask	Thomas	for	support.	He	himself	
follows	his	subject	on	a	daily	basis	through	various	science	websites,	and	draws	
on	these	in	his	daily	teaching.	In	this	way,	Thomas	stands	firmly	on	his	'subject	
feet'	and	he's	minimally	affected	by	external	attacks	on	the	school	and	its	
teachers.	He	could	easily	match	even	the	most	sceptical	Besserwisser,	with	
regard	to	the	subject	itself	and	its	relevance.	Unfortunately,	the	potential	critics	
of	natural	science	in	school	never	show	up,	so	the	conflicts	do	not	take	place,	and	
Thomas	never	enjoys	the	triumph	of	winning	the	discussion.	

The	teacher	today?	

Thomas is aware that he has become a more complex human being as the years have 
passed, and over time he discovers more aspects of himself. He even catches himself 
having poetic and philosophical thoughts. This might have something to do with 
getting older, but also the fact as it was as teacher, he - not too long ago - suddenly 
understood, how he had been, himself, as a child. His experiences as a schoolchild 
weren't easy, but the explanation was simple: Thomas was a gifted child. It is only 
recently that the school system has started to use this term and to acknowledge the 
existence of such children. And many still deny the label, saying intelligence is an 
ambiguous term and is much more than being bright in mathematics and logic. But for 
Thomas it was a discovery that settled many things and made room for new thoughts. 
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For example, he is now confident to contest the idea that being interested in natural 
science should be a valid reason for exclusion from the discussions of what 
constitutes a liberal education.  

Today, Thomas thrives on being a university-educated schoolteacher: He enjoys his 
subject, loves to pass on knowledge, and he also has relaxed colleagues who are 
happy to ask for help when they are unsure of something or have doubts. The only 
thing that troubles Thomas is that he talks past his remaining siblings. They still meet 
on special occasions, but find that they don't really have anything to talk about. 

 

 


